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Extreme ultraviolet �EUV� discharge-based lamps for EUV lithography need to generate extremely
high power in the narrow spectrum band of 13.5±0.135 nm. A simplified collisional-radiative model
and radiative transfer solution for an isotropic medium were utilized to investigate the
wavelength-integrated light outputs in tin �Sn� plasma. Detailed calculations using the Hebrew
University-Lawrence Livermore atomic code were employed for determination of necessary atomic
data of the Sn4+ to Sn13+ charge states. The result of model is compared with experimental spectra
from a Sn-based discharge-produced plasma. The analysis reveals that considerably larger efficiency
compared to the so-called efficiency of a black-body radiator is formed for the electron density
�1018 cm−3. For higher electron density, the spectral efficiency of Sn plasma reduces due to the
saturation of resonance transitions. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2434987�

I. INTRODUCTION

Pulsed-power generator-based Z discharge plasmas have
proved to be an effective radiation source in the x-ray and
extreme ultraviolet �EUV� spectrum regions. The latter case
is of great commercial interest because it is the extension of
today’s optical lithography toward a shorter wavelength.1–4

In spite of impressive progress in the development and mod-
eling of discharge EUV sources over the last several
years,4–13 only tin �Sn� plasma demonstrated large conver-
sion efficiency �CE� of input power to emission in 2% band-
width �±0.135 nm� centered at the wavelength �=13.5 nm,
the so-called in-band radiation. On the other hand, failure in
heat removal from a discharge tube at high input power level
that is required in EUV lithography application,14 dictates us
further investigation toward optimization of CE. Though
there are many experimental results on Sn, however, calcu-
lation efforts to find out optimal region of electron density
�ne� and electron temperature �Te� for maximizing CE in
conditions relevant to discharge plasmas have not been re-
ported.

In this article, in order to investigate the characteristics
of CE in nonlocal thermodynamic equilibrium �non-LTE� Sn
plasma, we have calculated level populations and line inten-
sities of various transitions in the Sn�4−13�+ charge states, by
using a simplified collisional-radiative model �CRM� and a
solution of radiative transfer equation, for the values ranging
from ne=1017 to 1020 cm−3 and Te=20−60 eV. This tem-
perature range has been considered because the maximum
efficiency of a black-body radiator is expected to be near the
temperature T �eV��320/� �nm�.15

A computational model and assumptions are described

briefly in Sec. II. The calculation results are presented and
discussed in Sec. III, for conditions, which are relevant to
discharge plasmas. This is followed by the conclusions.

II. CALCULATION MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS

Under LTE hypothesis, the radiation of thermal light
sources is governed by the fundamental laws of thermody-
namics. Their intensity and spectral distribution, which de-
pend on temperature, can be determined with the Kirchhoff’s
law of absorption-emission and the Planck’s equation, re-
spectively. In radiometry,15–17 the Planck’s equation �i.e., the
line source function of S�� in a spectral radiance form L�

LTE

�W cm−2 sr−1 nm−1� is

L�
LTE = S�

LTE =
2hc2

�5

1

exp�hc/�kBT� − 1
, �1�

where h is the Planck’s constant, c is the light speed, kB is
the Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the temperature. The
Planck’s equation describes the thermodynamic limit: No ob-
ject at a given temperature can emit more. L�

LTE is linked to
the spectral exitance M�

LTE �W cm−2 nm−1� by using the
Lambert’s cosine law as M�

LTE=�L�
LTE.17 For a truly black-

body over the wavelength range from zero to infinity, the
radiation power emitted by the surface is given by the
Stefan-Boltzmann’s law: �0

�M�
LTEd�=�T4 �W cm−2�, where

� is the Stefan-Boltzmann’s constant. The efficiency of a
blackbody radiator in the spectrum range of d� is given by15
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�LTE�in 4�sr� =

�
d�

M��
LTEd��

�T4 . �2�

A necessary but not sufficient condition due to Griem, Wil-
son, or McWhirter,18 for a plasma to be in LTE situation
�viz., when the collision rate is significantly larger than the
radiative decay rate, consequently, populations become dis-
tributed according to the Boltzmann’s distribution function�,
yields a constraint as ne�1014�Te�

3 �cm−3�. Here Te and the
excitation energy between two levels ��� are in electron volt
units. For example, assuming Te=25 eV and �=62−124 eV
corresponding to the transition wavelengths over the range
�=20−10 nm, one gets ne� �1−10��1020 cm−3 to satisfy a
necessary LTE condition. Thereby in a low-density region
relevant to conditions in discharge plasmas, we expect that
non-LTE effects play an important role on population distri-
bution of excited states. In addition, level kinetics is strongly
influenced by radiation transport. It is very difficult to carry
numerical calculation of radiation transport without signifi-
cant simplification of the problem due to the large number of
spectral lines in Sn plasma.

For a fixed plasma depth, the integrated spectral radiance
�ISR in watt/square centimeter steradian units� emerging in
the normal direction from a slab medium with an assumed
spatially constant source function is given by the area under
emission spectral line as

ISR� = S�W� = S��
line

�1 − exp�− 	��
����d��, �3�

where W� is the equivalent linewidth, 	 is the line center
optical depth, and 
 is the line profile function. The equiva-
lent width of a spectral line as a function of optical depth
�i.e., the curve of growth� is commonly used in astrophysical
spectroscopic analysis19 or in the laboratory plasmas for the
determination of the total radiance, strengths, and width of
isolated spectral lines.16,20–26 A Voigt profile, which includes
collisional and Doppler broadening was used in computing
the curve of growth. We ignored natural line broadening,
which becomes important only at extremely low temperature
and densities. Due to the difficulty in the calculation of W�

for the Voigt line shape, various simple analytical expres-
sions for W� are usually employed and published.27 Among
expressions, which are accurate for a wide range of mixing
parameter �a-parameter� values27 are those given by Hansen
and McKenzie28 as

for a�� /4,

W�

��D
= 2b	exp
− a	D

��b2 � − exp
 a	D

��b2
−

��	D

2b
��

+ 2�a��	D erf	� a	D

��b2� , �4�

where

b = �ln�exp��/4� + 	D� ,

and for a� /4,

W�

��D
= 2�a��	D erf	��3/2	D

16a
� , �5�

where 	D is the optical depth in the center of Doppler
profile,29 erf is the error function, and a=�ln 2���L /��D� is
the Voigt parameter. Here, ��L���D� is the full width at half
maximum �FWHM� of the Lorentz �Doppler� profile line.

The semiempirical formula for the electron impact
broadening �wse� presented by Griem30 is used to estimate
��L through the expression ��L= �wse�

2�c� as


��

�
�

L
= 4.12 � 10−26 �ne

�Te

�i�r2�i� + j�r2�j�� , �6�

where the matrix elements of r2 are given by

m�r2�m� =
nm

2

2�z + 1�2 �5nm
2 + 1 − 3lm�lm + 1�� ,

where nm and lm are the effective quantum numbers of the
upper and lower states and z is the charge number of the
level under consideration. In Eq. �6�, ne is in cubic centime-
ters, Te in electron volts, and � in nanometer units.

Equation �3� for ISR �i.e., the power per unit area, per
unit solid angle, integrated over opacity-broadened Voigt
profile line in watt/square centimeter steradian units� of a
transition can be rewritten as

ISR�
q+ =

C

� ji
4 
gjni

q+

ginj
q+ − 1�−1
W�ji

� ji
� , �7�

where gi and gj are the statistical weights, ni
q+ and nj

q+ are the
level population densities between the lower level i and the
upper level j in ion with charge q+, respectively, and C
=2hc2�1.19�1016 for � in nanometer units.

To estimate population distributions, the set of rate equa-
tions �time-independent CRM� for density ni

q+ can be written
as

d

dt
ni

q+ = ne�
j�i

nj
q+Qji�Te� + �

j�i

nj
q+� jiAji

− ni
q+	ne�

j�i

Qij�Te� + �
j�i

�ijAij� = 0, �8�

where Q�Te� represents the rate coefficient for electron-
impact excitation or deexcitation as a function of Te. The
excitation rate coefficient is approximated by a modified
Coulomb-Born formula for electric dipole transition,29 and
the deexcitation rate coefficient is obtained using detailed-
balance relation. The opacity effect �i.e., reabsorption� on all
of the level populations is estimated using the static optical
depth at the line center of a Voigt profile. The effect of opac-
ity on level population is calculated by reducing the radiative
decay rate �A� by a factor equal to the Voigt profile escape
factor ��� using a simple analytical formula as22
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� =
1 + �	V/�2 + 	V

2��
1 + 	V�� ln�1 + 	V��1/2 + ��V�0,a��1/2

�
100a	V

1 + 100�a1/2	V + a	V
1/2�

1 + �	V�2 + 	V
2��

1 + ��	V�1/2 , �9�

where 	V=	D exp�a2�erfc�a� is the optical depth in the center
of Voigt profile, erfc is the complementary error function,
and the Voigt function in line center is given by

V�0,a� =
1

�1/2�1 + �a2�1/2	1 −
a

�1/2�1 + �a2�� .

The CRM calculations typically involved all of the electric
dipole transitions among the most important 4dk, 4dk−1nl,
4dk−24fnl, and 4p54dknl configurations with the principal
quantum number n of the excited electron up to five and the
orbital quantum number l up to three in the Sn�4−13�+ ions
using detailed atomic data obtained from the Hebrew
University-Lawrence Livermore atomic code �HULLAC�.31

Here k is the electron occupation number in the 4d shell, for
example, k=5 in the case of Sn9+. The effect of configuration
interaction between the 4dk, 4dk−14f , 4dk−15p, 4dk−15f , and
4p54dk states has been taken into account.10

In Eq. �8�, we actually calculate the relative level
populations,32,33 namely, mj

q+=nj
q+ /nq+, where nq+ represents

the total �summed over all of the levels of ion under inves-
tigation� number density q+ ion. The population density of
each level is related to ionization balance by writing

nj
q+ =

nj
q+

nq+

nq+

ni

ni

ne
ne =

nj
q+

nq+

�q+

Z
ne, �10�

where we use the plasma neutrality condition: ne=Z ni. Here
ni is the total ion density, Z is the average ionic charge state,
and �q+ is the fractional abundance of q+ ion. The fractional
abundances at given Te and ne were found using steady-state
ionization balance as

��q+1�+

�q+ =
Sq+

T�q+1�+
, �11�

where Tq+=Rq++Cq+ is the total recombination term, which
is considered in the calculation. Here Sq+, Rq+, and Cq+ are,
respectively, the electron collisional ionization, radiative, and
three-body recombination rate coefficients of ion q+. In a
discharge-produced plasma, the fractional abundances may
be estimated using the rate coefficients introduced in the
model of Colombant and Tonon,34 as discussed in Refs. 11
and 35.

In Z discharge, a high-energy-density plasma is formed
by an electromagnetic implosion accompanied by a shock
wave. At the final phase of implosion, the plasma tempera-
ture increases rapidly due to the thermalization of kinetic
energy that is considered as a dominant heating process, un-
der a condition of almost constant total ion density. The elec-
trons are heated by hot ions to the required temperatures, and
subsequently the plasma decays due to the hydrodynamic
expansion.13,36,37 To estimate optimum ne and Te region for
maximum CE, we consider a simple energy balance equation
of the following form38

EJ + EK = EI + RY + EP, �12�

where EJ and EK are, respectively, joule and kinetic energies
coupled into the pinched plasma, EI is the plasma internal
energy, and EP contains energy losses in neglected processes
such as radiation from low-charge states before pinching
�i.e., maximum compression� time and residual kinetic en-
ergy in the plasma rebound following peak compression. In
Eq. �12�, RY �in joule units� is radiated yield by defining an
effective radiation time, which is expected to be in the order
of the inertial confinement time. In the present work, we
assumed that EJ=EP. This assumption is effectual, at least,
until a significant hydrodynamic expansion takes place. Be-
cause when the plasma is compressed by the azimuthal mag-
netic field generated by the induced current in the skin layer,
it is also heated mainly by joule heating and radiative cool-
ing occurs at the same layer. On the other hand, joule heating
plays an important role at the pinching phase since plasma is
in the resistive regime with a small radius. Under the afore-
mentioned assumption, a figure of merit for CE is defined to
optimize plasma conditions as12,25,39

CE �in 4�sr� = � �

�
q+

�
�2%

� ISR�
q+Sp�	

�
q+

�
�

� ISR�
q+Sp�	 + EniVp

, �13�

where �2% denotes the transitions in 2% bandwidth centered
at �=13.5 nm, Sp, and Vp are plasma surface and volume,
respectively, �	 is emission duration, and E is defined as the
minimum energy needed to heat and ionize a plasma to a
given ionization state �EI / atom� and the cohesive energy
�Ec=3.14 eV/atom for Sn �Ref. 40�� as

E = �
j=1

Z

Ij +
3

2
Ti +

3

2
ZTe + Ec, �14�

where I is the ionization potential and Ti is the ion tempera-
ture. Note that, the first term of denominator in Eq. �13�
characterizes the radiated yield. In Eq. �13�, it is assumed
that the electrical coupling efficiency12,41,42 from pulsed-
power generator to the internal plasma energy: �=1. In other
words, we restricted our analysis to inherent CE of Sn
plasma.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

When a plasma is assumed to be in LTE situation, the
level populations for each species depend entirely upon the
plasma temperature and electron pressure and are given by
Saha-Boltzmann’s distribution. In general, the LTE assump-
tion is a matter of computational convenience and is not
expected to be valid in most cases, especially in the optically
thin region relevant to discharge-based EUV sources. How-
ever, the efficiency of a steady-state blackbody source gives
us an estimate on the maximum attainable or limiting level
of CE for a sufficiently opaque plasma in energy-balance
condition. The efficiency ��LTE�, the total in-band intensity,
and the total radiation loss of a blackbody source versus
plasma temperature �T� are shown in Fig. 1. Please note that
in fact �LTE is the spectral efficiency of a steady-state black-
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body radiator and it reaches a maximum of �0.74 �percent in
2�sr� at a temperature T�23.5 eV a somewhat higher than a
temperature in which results in the Wien’s law �kBT
=250/�max eV nm�18.5 eV�.

As stated in Sec. II, the ionization charge states in non-
LTE Sn plasma as shown in Fig. 2, were estimated from the
Colombant and Tonon model,34 which is based on the ap-
proximation that the steady-state rate equations couple only
the ground state of adjacent ion stage. Within our tempera-
ture and density range, the small effect of the ionization po-
tential lowering ��2.7�10−10�neTe eV cm−3 proposed by
Griem43 has been taken into consideration. Figure 2 shows
that the dominant fractional abundance of the Sn�9−13�+ ions
at a given Te is less than 50% of the total ion distribution.
Although the model does not include the effect of excited
states and dielectronic recombination, the ionization charge
states are approximately in good agreement with a sophisti-
cated calculation as discussed in Ref. 10, under the condi-
tions of interest here.

To find out the in-band emission characteristics, a theo-
retical spectrum is calculated by weighting the detailed spec-
tra with the fractional ion distribution. The typical stem rep-
resentations of the ISR �W cm−2 sr−1� versus � in Sn plasma,
including the Sn�4−13�+ charge states are, respectively, pre-
sented in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�, for a constant Te=26 eV at
different electron densities of ne=1018 and 1019 cm−3. Also,
Figs. 3�c� and 3�d� illustrate the temperature dependence of
ISR at constant ne=5�1018 cm−3 for Te=20 and 30 eV, re-
spectively. To estimate opacity effect on the level popula-
tions, the set of nonlinear statistical equilibrium equations
�Eq. �8�� is solved by iterations using the optically thin popu-
lations obtained as input parameters. The convergence from
initial optically thin populations to equilibrium solution was
obtained within three iterations. It is assumed that the photon
path length �R=0.04 cm� is constant. It should be noticed
that the opacity effects are separately calculated for different
ions. Therefore, the overlaps of spectral lines arising from
different charge states are not take into account in the model.
To provide a clear picture of spectra, each stem diagram of
ISR has been convoluted by a Gaussian profile of 0.02 nm

FIG. 1. Solid line: the in-band efficiency ��LTE� of a steady-state black-body
radiator. �1� Dashed line: �M

��
LTEd�� over the in-band region �Ibb: right or-

dinate�. �2� Dashed-dotted line: �T4 �Ibb: right ordinate�.

FIG. 2. Ion fractional abundances ��: solid lines� and the average ionic
charge state �Z: dashed line� of a steady-state Sn plasma vs Te at ne=5
�1018 cm−3 evaluated using the Colombant and Tonon’s model.

FIG. 3. Gray lines: stem representa-
tions of integrated spectral radiance
ISR �W cm−2 sr−1� over line profile of
Sn plasma �left ordinate� vs �. Black
curve: Ib �right ordinate, in
W cm−2 sr−1 nm−1 units� shows ISR
after convolution with a Gaussian pro-
file of 0.02 nm full width at half maxi-
mum. The in-band region �dashed
line� is shown as a reference. The
opacity effect is calculated for a
plasma depth �radius� of R=0.04 cm.
The spectrums are calculated at con-
stant Te=26 eV with different electron
densities of �a� ne=1018 and �b� ne

=1019 cm−3. And constant ne=5
�1018 cm−3 for different �c� Te=20
and �d� Te=30 eV. Please note that the
ordinates are not in the same scales.
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the full width at half maximum �FWHM� as seen in Fig. 3,
which is designated by Ib �black curve: right ordinate� in
watt/square centimeter steradian units. We calculated only
the line emission spectra, because it has been shown that11

the contributions of bound-free and free-free transitions are
negligible for a Sn plasma with electron density less than
�1020 cm−3 in our range of temperature interest. Figure 3
shows one strong emission peak mainly corresponding to the
4d-
4f and 4p-4d transition arrays, occurring at around in-band
region �13.5 nm�, which are overlapped for the Sn8+ to Sn10+

charge states. Spectra �see, for example, Fig. 3�b�� contains
additional weak transition arrays, which originate from the
4d-5p in the Sn8+ to Sn10+ �around 20, 18, and 16 nm, re-
spectively� and the 4d-5f transitions in the Sn8+ to Sn9+

�around 11 and 10 nm, respectively�. The 4d-5p and 4d-5f
transitions are weaker compared to the main peak and occur
in the wavelengths outside the in-band region. Comparing
Figs. 3�a� and 3�b� reveal that the weak transition arrays
appear with relatively high intensities in high-density Sn
plasma �or optically thick plasma�. This is due to the fact that
with increasing density the spectral intensity distribution for
all of the transitions approach to their intrinsic spectral
radiance.17 With reducing Te, the intensities of the several
weak transition arrays originating from relatively lower
charge states increase dramatically at the shorter �for ex-
ample, the 4d-5f transition of the Sn7+ at �12.5 nm� and the
longer �the 4d-
4f transition of the Sn7+ at �15 nm� wavelength sides of the
in-band region as can be seen with comparison of Figs. 3�c�
and 3�d�. These fairly well-separated and relatively weak
transition arrays are good indicators for the ionization stages
of Sn ions involved in plasma.

Figure 4�a� represents a contour of the CE versus ne and
Te. Plasma conditions span for ne=1017−1020 cm−3 and Te

=20−40 eV, while keeping R=0.04 cm constant. According
to étendue limit ��3.3 mm2 sr�,44 the plasma length �L� as-
sumed to be 0.4 cm. In addition, it is assumed that Te=Ti. In
Z discharge type transient plasma �	 in Eq. �13�, is governed
by: �i� the characteristic timescale of the plasma hydrody-
namic behavior, and �ii� ionization �	i� and recombination
times of given ionization state at pinching phase. Thereby, it
is clear that a realistic modeling of the time-integrated CE
would, in principle, require at least information about ioniza-
tion dynamics of Sn plasma and the plasma temperature-
density history. Such an approach is beyond the scope of this
work, mainly because of the extremely complicated atomic
physics. On the other hand, these calculations shift the focus
of investigation to the two-dimensional magnetohydrody-
namics �MHD� simulation.13 However, the analysis of nu-
merous experimental and theoretical results in Z discharge
revealed that �	 can be estimated using the radiation pulse
full width at half maximum. Thereby to estimate �	 in Fig.
4�a�, we have considered shortest time among: �i� the time
scale characteristic of the Bennett equilibrium, i.e., the mean
Alfvén transit time �	=R /VA, where VA=�1+ZVi is the
mean Alfvén velocity,45 and Vi is the mean ion thermal ve-
locity�, �ii� ionization time of dominant ionization charge
state at a given ne and Te �	i=1/neSi, where Si is the ioniza-
tion rate coefficient�, and �iii� the mean radiative cooling
time �	co=Et / P,46 where Et=3ne�Ti /Z+Te�Vp /2 is the ther-
mal energies of ions and electrons for the aforementioned
plasma volume Vp and the corresponding total power loss of
P�, i.e., the time that plasma needs to radiate away its ther-
mal energy. Note that P takes into account the power loss
due to the Sn�14−15�+ ions based on unresolved transition ar-
rays framework of the HULLAC. We ignored a possible con-
tributions of the Sn�14−15�+ to in-band region. For example,
the values of ne=1018 cm−3, Te=Ti=28 eV, and Z=9 yield
	A�1.7�10−8 s, 	i�4�10−7 s in which accounts only the
electron collisional ionization rate from the ground state of
the dominant charge state, i.e., the Sn9+, and 	co�8
�10−9 s. Thus for this condition CE in Fig. 4�a� is estimated
based on 	co. Please note that here, 	co is calculated using the
values of Et�0.015 J and P�1.85�106 W in 4�sr. A com-
parison between Figs. 2 and 4�a� reveal that the Sn9+ charge
state is the best emitter at in-band region. The spectral effi-
ciency ���, i.e., when E sets to zero in Eq. �13� is shown in
Fig. 4�b�. We expect that the CE as shown in Fig. 4�a� ap-
proaches � for a steady-state plasma in the energy-balance
condition. Note that � also should be limited to the efficiency
of a steady-state blackbody source in an extremely high-
density region. However, the discrepancy between Figs. 1
and 4�b� comes from our CRM calculation. That is, we did
not calculate the effect of radiation emitted from higher lev-
els including doubly excited states, free-free, and bound-free
transitions as stated in Sec. II, which they could substantially
reduce the � values in high-density region.

It should be noted that to estimate the CE and �, we used
Eq. �3� in which there are two implicit assumptions behind
that. First, it is assumed that the absorption and emission
frequency profiles are identical, i.e., the line source function
is not a frequency dependent �complete redistribution�.18

This is a common assumption, however, it requires that the

FIG. 4. �a� Contour of CE vs ne and Te for a cylinder plasma with 0.08 cm
in diameter and 0.4 cm long. �b� The spectral efficiency.
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ion self-collision rate given by Spitzer �in numerical form by
�i=4.8�10−8Z4niTi

−1.5 s−1 cm−3 eV under assumption of the
Coulomb logarithm equal to ln �=7� be greater than the
relevant radiative decay rate. Assuming Te=Ti=26 eV, ni

=2�1017 cm−3, and Z=9, one gets �i�5�1011 s−1. On the
other hand, the average radiative decay rates of strong tran-
sitions inside the in-band region, for example, in the case of
Sn9+, is �5�1011 s−1. Therefore, for the aforementioned
conditions and lower density, the assumption of complete
redistribution is somewhat questionable. Second, it is the as-
sumption of a constant source function. In this case, the line
can never be self-reversed, as is commonly observed in laser-
produced Sn plasmas,47,48 with very large optical depths. In
this case, the line profile becomes flat topped with the
FWHM measures by W�, in our calculation. Self-reversal
occurs because the source function in a real situation is less
at the boundaries than deep in the plasma, and for suffi-
ciently large optical depth at line center the intensity in the
wings of the line can be larger than at line center. The as-
sumption of the constant source function, strictly speaking, is
a physically incorrect approximation, because the popula-
tions of the upper states of resonance lines must be less at the
boundaries of the plasma than near its center because the
photon escape probability ��� at points on the plasma bound-
ary is unity. We can account for the decrease of the source
function at the boundary, by taking the worst possible case,
i.e., assume a layer at the boundary for which the optical
depths, and consequently, ISR� are zero. Assuming that the
ISR� and 	D have their maximum values at the center of a
plasma cylinder having radius R and decrease linearly to-
ward both plasma edges. That is, to estimate population dis-
tributions using Eq. �8�, the half-value of 	D is used to esti-
mate the escape probability factor of � and also the
equivalent linewidth of W�. We found that optimum region
of ne for maximizing the CE and � in Fig. 4 does not change
significantly. For example, the optimum ne for the CE in Fig.

4�a� shifts �less than two times� to the higher-density region
and its maximum value reduces to �3 �percent in 2�sr�. The
reason might be explained by the nature of the curve of
growth. Generally, the curve of growth consists of three
parts: �i� linear, �ii� saturated, and �iii� square root behaviors
in which depends on the Voigt parameter �i.e., pressure
broadening�.16 The optimum region of ne for the CE and �
occurs in saturated phase of resonance lines and the Voigt
parameters of the Sn lines are small in this region �	V�	D�.
For example, assuming Te=27 eV, ne=1018 cm−3, average
Voigt parameters of transitions inside the in-band region is
a�0.007. Thereby, a somewhat reduced optical depth does
not change significantly the optimum region of ne in Fig. 4.

Comparison of our calculated spectrum with experimen-
tal results revealed that on average, different shifts would
have to be applied to different calculated configurations in
order to achieve good agreement. For example, with a global
displacement of 0.15 nm to longer wavelength, the calcu-
lated spectrum has agreement with experiments. However,
the precise positions of the emission lines are important in
the EUV lithography application.

According to the recent experimental results of Sn spec-
tra excited in vacuum spark,49 and also by comparison the
charge-exchange spectroscopy results and HULLAC
data,50,51 we did a correction ��0.5 nm global displacement
of calculated spectrum toward longer wavelength� on the
emission line positions. Figure 5 shows the gjAji �the statis-
tical weight of upper state times the radiative decay rate�
modeled spectra of the Sn8+ to Sn13+ charge states using the
HULLAC code versus � over the in-band region. Based on
the aforementioned experimental results the 4d-4f line posi-
tions are shifted toward a longer wavelength. A comparison
between Fig. 5 and the classified lines of Sn plasma in Fig. 3
as discussed in Ref. 49, shows a satisfactory agreement on
the number of transitions and line positions. Nevertheless,
this is a rough comparison because the line intensities are

FIG. 5. Statistical weight �gjAji� mod-
eled spectra of the Sn8+ to Sn13+

charge states with the HULLAC code
vs � over the in-band region. The 4d-
4f line positions are shifted to longer
wavelength: for the Sn8+ �0.5 nm�,
Sn9+ �0.54 nm�, Sn�10−11�+ �0.49 nm�,
Sn�12−13�+ �0.5 nm�.
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proportional to line strengths or gjAji values only in suffi-
ciently high-density plasma, when the population of excited
states approaches a Boltzmann’s distribution. In low-density
plasmas, the level populations and consequently the line in-
tensities also depend on the excitation rates of ions.

Figure 6�a� represents a typical experimental spectrum
�black curve� of Sn-based Z discharge plasma in comparison
to the theoretical spectra �gray curve� calculated versus � in
the range from 11 to 16 nm. In addition, the most important
contributions of the line emission of the individual ions to
the calculated spectra is plotted in Fig. 6�b�. It is found that
the theoretical spectra fits the experimental results best when
the electron density and temperature are set to be 5
�1018 cm−3 and 42 eV, respectively. To calculate opacity
effect, the plasma depth is set to be R=0.03 cm, approxi-
mately based on the experimental results. A discussion of the
plasma diagnostic methods that lead to the recorded spectra
is given in Ref. 52. The comparison of the experimental and
theoretical spectra shows a good agreement only for the in-

band region and shorter wavelengths. As Fig. 6�b� shows, the
Sn�10−13�+ charge states are the best emitters at the in-band
region. The calculated spectra underestimates the radiation at
the longer wavelength side, that is, radiation originating from
lower charge states. Such a result may indicate that the
whole emissive region is not at the same temperature, and
thus it can be necessary to consider a multitemperature
plasma. In general spectrum emitted by a Sn plasma com-
posed of several ionization states is expected to be dependent
on the fractional ion abundances. Moreover, in Z discharge
transient non-LTE plasmas with strong temperature and den-
sity gradients, these abundances are space and time depen-
dent and cannot be simulated under the assumption of perfect
homogeneity of the plasma. We think that the major portion
of photons in the longer wavelengths of the recorded spec-
trum are emitted during the transient expanding phase while
the plasma is cooling and recombination processes dominate.
For example, Fig. 6�c� illustrates a calculated spectra in com-
parison of the time-integrated experimental spectrum. We
added the calculated spectrum as shown in Fig. 6�a� with
other spectra at the same conditions, but for the lower elec-
tron temperature of Te=27 eV. Figure 6�c� shows more
agreement between the calculated and experimental spectra
than Fig. 6�a�.

With the improved line positions, we recalculated con-
tour plots of the CE and � versus ne and Te as shown in Figs.
7�a� and 7�b�, respectively. Plasma conditions are the same
as Fig. 4, except Te which span in the range of 20–60 eV.
Also a contour of the total in-band power in logarithmic
scale �P2%� versus ne and Te is shown in Fig. 7�c�. A com-
parison between the optimum region of Te ��42 eV� for
maximizing the CE and � in Figs. 7�a� and 7�b�, and the
fractional ion abundances in Fig. 2 reveal that the Sn�11−12�+

charge states are best emitters at the in-band region.53 Al-
though the values of the CE and � as, respectively, shown in
Figs. 7�a� and 7�b� are approximately twice of those calcu-
lated in Fig. 4, however, the optimum ne region
��1018 cm−3� is the same. The optimal region occurs in low
density Sn plasma, where the total in-band power is low as
can be seen in Fig. 7�c�. It suggests that to enhance the CE
and in-band power, it is crucially important to prolong emis-
sion duration of low density Sn plasma and/or to increase in
the repetition rate of pulsed-power generator. It may be in-
teresting to notice here that the maximum � of Sn-based
discharge source is approximately half compared to that of
lithium plasma.54 It is important to note that the release of
potential energy �see Eq. �14�� and its effect on the CE value
is not considered in the article. In other words, it is assumed
that only thermal energy of plasma can converts to radiation.
However the ionization energy can be released in recombi-
nation phase of Z discharge plasma via photon radiation, and
consequently enhance the CE. But a more exact calculation
of the time-integrated CE would have to include the MHD
model coupled to ionization dynamics in which such a study
is in progress in our laboratory. At constant Te=42.5 eV and
the aspect ratio L /R=4, the CE calculated as a function of R
over the range of 0.01–0.06 cm. It is found that the optimal
region of density varies from ne�4�1017 cm−3 at R
=0.06 cm to ne�4�1018 cm−3 in the case of R=0.01 cm

FIG. 6. �a� An experimental spectrum �black curve� of Sn-based Z discharge
plasma in comparison to the calculated spectra �gray curve� vs �. A homo-
geneous cylinder plasma with 0.06 cm in diameter and 0.4 cm long, ne=5
�1018 cm−3, and Te=42 eV is assumed. �b� The line radiation contributions
of the main individual ions. �c� Two calculated spectra are added for the
same conditions of �a�, but at two different electron temperatures of Te

=27 and 42 eV. The in-band region �dashed line� is shown as a reference.
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due to the larger collisional excitation rates from the lower to
upper states and nonlinear effect of opacity on population
distributions. In the latter case, the CE decreases to �5.3%
in 2�sr. The optimal region of ne occurs for conditions that
the average of the optical depths in the center of Doppler
profile for strong transition lines at the in-band region is �1.
In other words, the Voigt parameter �a parameter� does not
play an important role on the curve of growth in this region.
Since the Voigt profile is obtained as a convolution of the
Doppler and Lorentz radiation broadening profiles, the limits
of the Voigt parameter a→0 and a→� correspond to a pure
Doppler24,25 and a pure Lorentz profile,21,23 respectively. We
recalculated the CE and � using a curve of growth and es-
cape probability factor for a pure Doppler profile line. For
cylindrical geometry, values of the Doppler profile escape
factor have been calculated by Bhatia and Kastner,55 and
expressed for convenience as the logistic function �
��1 / �1+exp��2�log 	D−�3���, where for normal to cylin-
drical axis �1=1.001 079 6, �2=2.321 213 6, and �3

=0.223 355 45. We found almost the same optimal region of
ne as shown in Figs. 7�a� and 7�b�.

Note that the maximum CE in Fig. 7�a� occurs at ne

�1018 cm−3 and Te�42 eV in which is estimated based on
�	=	co�7 ns. For the aforementioned plasma conditions we

have Et�0.023 J and P�3.2�106 W in 4�sr. Also the total
internal energy �the second term in denominator of Eq. �13��
is �0.053 J. It may be interesting to find out a relationship
between the CE and � in Z discharge plasma based on a
simple analytical picture. The total energy coupled to plasma
could be separated into an inductive and a resistive parts. To
illustrate this, recall that the magnetic energy converted to
the kinetic energy of the imploding plasma column is fairly
estimated as Ek= ��Im

2 L /c2�ln�Ri /Rf� in Gaussian units and in
numerical form by Ek=5�10−4�Im

2 �F J kA. Here L is the
pinch length, Ri is the initial plasma radius, Rf is its final
radius at pinching time, Im is the peak current, �F
=2L ln�Ri /Rf� nH cm is the change of the pinch inductance
in the implosion, and � is a dimensionless coefficient of or-
der unity that accounts for the current pulse shape: �=1 for a
constant current, and ��0.5 for typical sinusoidal current
pulse.41 Assuming Ri=10�Rf �i.e., ten-times compression in
which this assumption can be supported by experimental and
numerical results� and the aforementioned plasma length,
one gets Im�11 kA to make such a plasma with the total
internal energy of 0.053 J. The Sn plasma at the optimal
condition of the CE as shown in Fig. 7�a� can radiate its
thermal energy part during �7 ns. Note that this is the mean
value due to the steady-state nature of the model. On the
other hand, the joule heating in an unmagnetized plasma is
PJ=900ZLRf

−2 ln �Te
−1.5Im

2 W cm eV kA. Assuming constant
radius and current �i.e., the time-dependent Bennett
equilibria45�, the more coupled energy to the pinched plasma
by joule heating in 7 ns is �0.054 J under assumption of
ln �=7. This amount of joule heating is radiated during
PJ / P�17 ns. This behavior shows that, when the amount of
resistive heating is too large, the plasma cannot radiate
couple energy fast enough to prevent its late time conversion
into kinetic energy of EP �see Eq. �12��. We expect that the
inherent CE as shown in Fig. 7�a� approaches � in the case
of joule heating at the pinching phase due to the fact that the
average ionic charge state is approximately constant. It
should be stressed that although Bennett equilibrium is an
ideal situation to enhance the inherent CE, however a critical
issue might be energy loss to the electrodes. Therefore, a
complete picture of Z discharge plasma and estimation of the
absolute value of the CE of Sn plasma would require a full
account of MHD behavior self-consistently coupled to the
ionization dynamics, and plasma-surface interaction13 in-
cluding energy loss to the electrodes, which are beyond the
scope of the present study.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Using a simplified collisional-radiative model and a ra-
diative transfer solution for an isotropic medium, we have
calculated the emission spectra for tin plasma. The impor-
tance of opacity effect on the saturation of resonance lines
has been studied based on the curve of growth analysis. As a
figure of merit we calculated the inherent conversion and
spectral efficiencies, which required us to optimize Z dis-
charge parameters for enhancing 13.5±0.135 nm radiation.
The analysis reveals that larger efficiency compared to the
so-called efficiency of a blackbody radiator is formed at the

FIG. 7. �a� Contour of CE vs ne and Te for a cylinder plasma with 0.08 cm
in diameter and 0.4 cm long. �b� The spectral efficiency. �c� The natural
logarithm of total in-band power �P2%�.
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electron density �1018 cm−3 for the relevant plasma dimen-
sion of gas discharge-based EUV source. It is found that to
enhance efficiency, it is crucially important to prolong emis-
sion duration of low-density Sn plasma and to operate
plasma source at low-input power level. Thereby with the
increase in the repetition rate of pulsed-power generator, an
efficient high-power EUV light source in which is required
for lithography can be achieved.
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